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Combivox is a company that guarantees the made in 
Italy, a brand that presents the characteristics of the 
italian quality in design, functionality of the products, 
service, research and after sales service.
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                            Combivox is an italian brand leader  
 in anti-theft systems with more than tirthy

years of activity and  success in the research and 
manufacturing of security systems.

 The company, endowed with a rich know-how in the 
telecommunication field, has created revolutionary 

products that have changed the way to do security in 
Italy. The top quality, the easy use and the innovative 

performances of the devices combined to the acquired 
technological experience, to the competence of the human 

resource management and to the consideration of the 
customers needs, guarantee high quality products and 

services confirming the success of our brand.
  Semi-finished and finished products undergo the quality 
control to guarantee a total reliability under any operating 

condition. A technical helpdesk and an after-sales service always 
support the customers with the maximum professionalism.

The Company is able to adapt and react with flexibility to the 
changes of a rapidly evolving market.
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CLOUD SERVICES

Combivox Cloud is a powerful WEB Server for the technical programming and the User management of Combivox control panels and devices con-
nected to it via Combivox LAN module (AmicaWeb Plus or Smartweb) + DSL or integrated GSM-GPRS module + Combivox SIM card (data+voice+SMS) 
or other data-enabled SIM cards (at least 100 mb/month). 
The Cloud connection is plug&play, so no router configuration is necessary.
Once the connection is activated, the control panel is H24 connected to the Cloud, so the installer can carry out the Programming and Remote as-
sistance through the Control panel programming Software and the user can manage Anti-theft and Home automation functions via Simplya Cloud 
APP for iOS and Android (free download from the store). If the control panel is connected via Combivox LAN module + DSL, the user will also be able 
to use the Video surveillance function: live visualization and verification of up to 16 ONVIF IP cameras by smartphone via APP.
There are three types of Cloud services: FREE, PREMIUM and PREMIUM SIM. The FREE service, which is a basic and free service, allows unlimited 
access to the control panel for arming/disarming, zone monitoring, zone bypassing for one system and for one single APP user. In order to use PRE-
MIUM and PREMIUM SIM payment services, it is necessary to buy a card with a numerical code to activate the full range of Combivox Cloud services.
You can activate the services on the website combivoxcloud.com, by accessing the User or Installer area, or directly by Simplya Cloud APP. Below all 
the details about Cloud services: 

cod. 71.212 (Premium  12 months)  

cod. 71.224 (Premium 24 months)  

cod. 71.236 (Premium 36 months)      prices available on combivoxcloud.com

PREMIUM SERVICE
The package of Premium service (subscription available for 12/24/36 months) can be activated for the 
control panels connected to the Cloud via LAN module (AmicaWeb Plus or Smartweb) + DSL or integra-
ted GSM-GPRS module with different SIM cards (according to the country). The multi-user and multi-
system service offers unlimited access to the control panel for: arming/disarming, zone monitoring, zone 
bypassing, monitoring with alert notification, receiving of push notifications on event, chime function, 
event log consultation, macro, light, command and climate control, notifications via e-mail and TVCC 
ONVIF management with IP cameras live visualization (only with connection through LAN+DSL module 
and public static IP address or address with free Combivox ddns service). 

cod. 71.237 (Premium SIM)  

cod. 71.238 (12-month renewal Premium SIM)  

cod. 71.239 (Recharge 15 minutes Voice + 50 SMS)  prices available on combivoxcloud.com

PREMIUM SIM
The package of Premium SIM service includes a COMBIVOX GSM SIM card, that can be used exclusively 
on control panels connected to the Cloud through integrated GSM-GPRS module, data-enabled to access 
to Premium Cloud services, 30 minutes of voice calls and 100 SMS for 12 months.
The Combivox SIM card guarantees Roaming with the main operators of the country concerned, by 
switching on the one with the strongest signal, thus limiting the lack of GSM coverage.
On the expiry of the 12 months, it is possible to renew the Premium SIM package with a recharge. If it is 
necessary, within the 12-month period, it will be possible to recharge the Voice traffic + SMS of, respecti-
vely, 15 minutes and 50 SMS, to be used within the whole package expiry date).

* Contiene SIM utilizzabile esclusivamente su centrali e dispositivi Combivox per Servizi Combivox
   Cloud. L’utilizzo della SIM comporta l’accettazione dei termini e delle condizioni  indicate
   e sottoscritte alla Registrazione sul sito combivoxcloud.com. 
   Un uso improprio della SIM può comportare la sua disattivazione.

Free APP for Android and iOS Smartphones for Anti-theft and Home automation functions of one or 
more Combivox control panels configured through Combivox Cloud services, and Video surveillance fun-
ctions (public static IP address or address with ddns service necessary - free Combivox ddns available).
Simplya Cloud is intuitive thanks to an interface with icons, based on the same platform of Simplya 
keypad. It makes the access to all functions very simple and rapid. The APP permits to instantly recei-
ve (H24) every system status change (arming/disarming), faults (battery low, AC power loss, etc.) and 
alarms with event, area and zone identification through Push notifications (PREMIUM and PREMIUM 
SIM services). The APP also permits to receive a notification for Cloud connection fault in case of malfun-
ctioning of DSL line or of GSM-GPRS network or in case of system tampering. It is also possible to manage 
Home automation functions for light, rolling shutters and climate control. Besides, Simplya Cloud APP 
allows to connect up to 16 ONVIF IP cameras for each system configured for live visualization and for a 
Video verification in case of alarm (connection through Combivox IP module + DSL necessary).
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WIRED CONTROL PANELS

  

New Amica control panels with 64 and 128 zones suitable for a module in LTE band (4G) to be used also with 2G 
and 3G networks. Diversity protected Antenna for a reliable connection also in case of low signal. 8 arming areas 
(Amica 64), 16 arming areas (Amica 128) for 8 systems. 2 independent high-speed RS-485 BUS. Zone balancing 
enroll. Free configuration of zone balancing values on the control panel board and on zone expansion modu-
les. Plug & Play 2G GSM/GPRS and 4G (LTE) (opt.) modules for speech, SMS and IP digital signallings and for 
DATA connection to get connected to the Cloud. Remote control through interactive voice menu and through 
Combivox Cloud. Plug & Play PSTN module (opt.) for an effective protection against overvoltage; LAN modules 
(opt.): Plug & Play Amicaweb Plus and Smartweb on BUS RS485 for local and remote programming through 
software and user management via APP.
Steel box for 1 battery up to 7 Ah; anti-tampering antenna (2G module) and anti-tampering antenna with Diver-
sity technology (4G module) to maximizze the signal.
Combivox Cloud service  with connection through LAN+DSL module or GPRS and LTE module.
Video surveillance function: direct visualization (by web browser and APP) of up to 16 IP cameras through 
LAN modules. 
BUS keypads: Unica PRO, Simplya PRO.

cod. 11.951 (Amica 64 suitable for 2G/4G modules and PSTN module)

cod. 11.952 (Amica 128 suitable for 2G/4G modules and PSTN module)

cod. 11.924 (Plug&play 2G module with anti-tampering antenna)  

cod. 11.925 (Plug&play 4G module with diversity anti-tampering antenna)

cod. 59.047 (Magnetic GSM Antenna with 5 m-cable)

New Elisa 24 LTE control panel with integrated cellular module in LTE band (4G).
8-zones expandable to 24 detectors, freely programmable (also all) as wireless zones; 6 independent ar-
ming areas. Equipped with USB-port. High-speed RS485 BUS for the connection of additional modules.
Up to 16 wired outputs (O.C. and relay) that can be associated to events or programmed as commands, 
time scheduler. Automatic acquisition of the zone balancing. Free configuration of the zone balancing 
values both on the control panel board and on dedicated output expansion modules. Up to 4 events for 
outputs and up to 3 events for home automation modules associated to multi-event (mode AND+OR). Up 
to 8 home automation modules for lights and rolling shutters. Multilingual speech messages, program-
mable by keypad and software through “text to speech”. New speech menu Audio Plus, with codification 
24bit/16kHz, for a quality audio reproduction by keypads and audio module for key readers.
Integrated LTE dialer for the sending of speech, SMS and IP digital messages special messages (tampering, 
GSM fault, AC loss, etc,), speech, Contact ID, SMS, IP digital messages and for the DATA connection via 
Cloud. Remote management via interactive speech menu. Audio surveillance function. Integrated digital 
dialer. Power supply 2,6 A. RS485 BUS Smartweb for local and remote programming via Software and user 
management via web browser and APP.
Combivox Cloud service  with connection through LAN+DSL module or GPRS and LTE module. Video surveil-
lance function: direct visualization (by web browser and APP) of up to 16 IP cameras through LAN modules.
BUS keypads: Unica PRO, Simplya PRO.

cod. 11.958 (GSM control panel Elisa 24)

NEW
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WIRELESS CONTROL PANELS

Two-way 868 MHz wireless control panel to manage up to 36 zones, 32 of which wireless and 4 wired. 4 
arming areas. RS-485 BUS for the connection of wired modules (1 keypad, 2 sirens, 2 key readers) and wi-
reless modules for the range extension. Endowed with loudspeaker for status speech signallings (open 
zone, armed area, etc.). Integrated indoor siren. Available in 2 versions: control panel board suitable for 
PSTN module (opt.), control panel board with integrated GSM module and suitable for PSTN module 
(opt.). User function management by wireless/wired keypad and/or keyfobs. 2 OC board outputs. Siren 
output. 16 keypad users, 16 key users, 8 keyfob users. Remote control through guided voice menu. Audio 
surveillance and anti-jamming (GSM version) functions with an e-mail sending. Integrated digital dialer. 
Plug & Play cellular connection module like TELECOM that allows to use the GSM as emergency telepho-
ne line; LAN modules (opt.): Plug & Play Amicaweb Plus, Smartweb and Smartweb Video on RS-485 BUS for 
local and remote programming through software and user management via web browser and APP. 
Combivox Cloud service with connection through LAN+DSL module or integrated GSM/GPRS module. 
Video surveillance function: direct visualization (by web browser and APP) of up to 16 IP cameras through 
LAN modules. 1A power supply, box for 2,2Ah battery.
BUS keypads: Wilma, Simplya II - Wireless keypad: Wilma.

WILMA MICRO II is a 868 MHz wireless control panel, ideal for rapid installations on small security 
systems and on mobile vehicles (garage, camping vans, boats, etc.). It is completely integrated in an LCD 
keypad endowed with microphone and loudspeaker, with housing for a board with GSM dialer (alarm and 
status speech messages, SMS, ID-Contact digital messages, also with specific IP protocol) and 868 MHz 
transceiver. The lithium-ion battery supplied provides a 15-hour endurance in case of prolonged AC loss. 
18 zones, 16 of which wireless + 2 wired for passive alarm contacts. 3 arming areas. 2 programmable 
(NO) relay outputs (max 60 Vac -500 mA), 1 OC output programmable for control panel functions (alarm, 
arm./dis., remote command, panic etc.). 1 5V output specific for internal siren (cod. 61.033). 1 Master 
code, 6 user codes and 8 keyfobs for arming/disarming operations. SMA connector for external GSM 
antenna. Remote control for arming/disarming, zone bypassing, alarm memory, audio surveillance 
through an intuitive voice menu and through SMS.
Combivox Cloud service  with connection through integrated GSM/GPRS module.
Available in KIT AND COMPATIBLE WITH ALL 868 MHz COMBIVOX ACCESSORIES.

cod. 70.136 (Kit Wilma: GSM  control panel, BUS keypad,  1 PIR and  1 door/window contact, 1 keyfob)

cod. 70.142 (Kit Wilma : GSM c.panel, Simplya keypad, 1 PIR and 1 door/window contact, 1 keyfob)

cod. 70.146 (Kit:  GSM control panel,  1 PIR ,  3 door/window contacts,  2 keyfobs, 220V 5V 2A p. supply)

cod. 11.042 (Optional built-in 220V 5V 2A power supply)

cod. 11.040 (Spare wall socket power supply 220V 5V 2 A)

cod. 61.833 (Li-Ion 3.7V 2400 mAh spare battery)
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CONTROL PANELS

Switching power supply 3,6 A 2,6 A 1 A 220V-5V 2A
plug-power supply

Back-up battery 1 of 12 V - 7 Ah 1 of 12 V - 7Ah 1 of 12 V - 2.2 Ah Li-ION 2400 mA

BUS power supply (3,6 and 2,1 Ah) 8|4 2 - -

RS 485 BUS lines 2     1 1 -

Max number of wired zones 128|64 24 4 2

Number of board zones 8/16|8/16 8/16 4 2

Max number of wireless zones 64 24 32 16

Systems 8|1 1 1 1

Areas 16|8 6 4 3

BUS detectors 32|32 24 - -

BUS keypads 14|7 4 1 -

Prox readers 16|16 4 2 -

 Prox key users 64|48 24 16 -

Keypad users 56|48 32 16 9

AmicaWeb Plus LAN module YES - YES -

Smartweb LAN module YES YES YES -

Dialer GSM/LTE (opt.)
PSTN (opt.) LTE GSM/PSTN (opt.) GSM

Event log 4.000
2.000 1.024 1.024 1.024

Max number of outputs 80|38 16 2 4

Remote  commands 
(SPEECH MSG, SMS, WEB)

144|102 28 22 3

BUS home automation 
modules 32 8 - -

Cloud services LAN/GPRS LAN/GPRS LAN/GPRS GPRS

BUS (OUTDOOR/INDOOR) Sirens 8|4 2 2 -

Wireless sirens -| 2 2 2 2

Control panel box 
(L x H x W in mm)

322 x 375 x  94 290 x 320 x 85 245 x 185 x 50 135 x 155 x 45
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New 5” touch screen graphic talking keypad for Anti-theft and Home automation management. RS-485 
BUS for the connection to all Combivox control panels. New and modern graphic interface for system 
management and visualization; immediate and simple access to the functions thanks to specific icons 
(areas arming, lights, rolling shutters, gate and air-conditioning system control). Creation of specific 
configurable “macros”, that is sequential multiple commands (system activation, light and rolling shut-
ter control etc.). Integrated proximity reader. 1 alarm zone (NC, NO, SING. BAL.). 
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 135 x 92 x 16.

RS485 BUS LCD + LED KEYPAD for all Combivox control panels. LCD display with 2 lines for an intuitive 
menu; 4 signalling leds; microphone-loudspeaker for voice menu; 1 alarm zone (NC, NO, SING. BAL.) on 
board and integrated proximity reader for arming/disarming functions and macro activation. Endowed 
with bracket with plug-in circuit for connection to the BUS and for a fast and easy installation.
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 120 x 155 x 30.

KEYPADS

cod. 15.984  (Unica PRO keypad - white) 

cod. 15.985  (Unica PRO keypad - black and white) 

cod. 15.986  (Unica PRO keypad - double black) 

cod. 15.963 (Simplya PRO touch screen keypad - white)

cod. 15.964 (Simplya PRO touch screen keypad - black and white)

cod. 15.966 (Simplya PRO touch screen keypad - double black)

IP LAN MODULES

Plug & play IP LAN interface to be mounted on control panel board (compatible with Amica and Wilma 
control panels). Technical programming through software via LAN network and INTERNET;  user mana-
gement of control panel functions through web browser and Simplya Cloud APPs (Android and iOS). Vi-
deo surveillance: it allows direct visualization of up to 16 IP cameras via web browser (streaming MJpeg 
necessary). Dynamic IP address through Combivox ddns service.

cod. 11.931 (AmicaWeb Plus Plug & Play module)

RS-485 BUS IP LAN interface for Amica, Elisa and Wilma control panels. 4 IN zones + 2 programmable 
OUTPUTS. Technical programming through software via LAN network and INTERNET; user management 
of control panel functions via web browser and Simplya Cloud APP (Android and IOS): it allows the con-
nection between the control panel and one or more Simplya Video keypads through Wi-Fi WAN module. Sizes 
(L x H x W in mm): 165 x 134 x 41.

cod. 11.935 (Smartweb RS-485 BUS IP module)

NEW

NEW
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PSTN  module 
Plug & play PSTN module to be mounted on Amica, Eva 8.24 and Wilma control panels. Sending of speech 
and digital messages and remote control through voice menu on PSTN line.

cod. 11.724

Relay board 
4-relay board for connection to OC output. 12 Vcc input, 4 free change relay outputs (5A/220 Vac).

cod. 11.907

Additional power supply 
Additional RS485 BUS power supply module complete of switching 3.6 Ah power supply, low battery 
control through power supply disconnection relay for no battery endurance (battery not included). Siren 
relay output + 1 OC output associable to event or remote command.

Available metal box for additional power supply and 2 IN and OUT expansion modules. Sizes (L x H x W 
in mm): 322 x 375 x 94.

Kit GSM antenna extension cable
It is available 5-m, 10-m and 15-m extension cable complete of wall bracket for antenna fastening and 
3-m extension cable with Dual Band magnetic antenna.

cod. 15.128  (5-m extension cable + bracket)

cod. 15.132  (10-m extension cable + bracket)

cod. 15.134  (15-m extension cable + bracket)

cod. 59.040 (Dual Band Antenna for extension cable)

cod. 59.042 (Magnetic Antenna with 3-m cable)

cod. 11.022   (Power supply module)

cod. 59.893  (Metal box)                  

RS485 BUS input/output expansion modules
RS485 BUS 8IN/2OUT input expansion module with triple balancing, digital pulse counter for fast zones. 
Available the new version for the zone balancing configuration (function available only for LTE panels).

RS485 BUS 8-OUT output expansion module (4 OC+ 4 relay).

cod. 11.904  (8IN/2OUT expansion module)

cod. 11.954  (8IN/2OUT expansion module - Amica 64/128 LTE) 

cod. 11.890  (8OUT expansion module)

cod. 59.904 (White ABS box for a module). Dim. (L x H x P in mm): 115 x 150 x 38. 

CONTROL PANEL 
ACCESSORIES

Additional Micro power supply
Additional Micro RS485 BUS power supply module complete of switching 1.2 A power supply, low battery 
control through power supply disconnection relay for no battery endurance. Relay output associable to 
event or remote command.

Complete of varnished metal box for additional power supply and battery (battery not included). Sizes (L x 
H x W in mm:  175 x 190 x 80).

cod. 11.012 (Micro Power supply in metal box)

NEW
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CONTROL PANEL 
ACCESSORIES

RS485 BUS high-power proximity reader for RJ45 adapter
Proximity reader for RJ45 adapter with key reading long range omni-directional receiving antenna . 4 leds 
(green, red, yellow and orange) each associable to a function such as arming/disarming of one or more are-
as, command activation, alarm memory, system fault and key macros. Key programming with association 
of different functions to different readers .

cod. 65.900 (Proximity reader for RJ45 adapter - black)

cod. 65.901  (Proximity reader for RJ45 adapter - white)

Sound module for key readers

SIRENS

BUS indoor piezoelectric siren (self-powered with battery) for wire cutting signalling.
It works on BUS also without battery. 8 different selectable tones. White ABS box. Battery not included. 
Max sound power 100 dB (A) at 1 m. Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 115 x 150 x 54.

cod. 61.900 (Sound module for RJ45 adapter - black) 

cod. 61.901  (Sound module for RJ45 adapter - white) 

INDOOR wireless siren with local power supply. Compatible with control panels suitable for 868 MHz 
wireless systems. Bidirectional 868 MHz wireless communication for the alarm command and status 
signallings. Wireless parameter programming. 12 V local power supply, 8.4V 200 mA V rechargeable bat-
tery. Max sound power 104 dB (A) at 1 m. Power supply not included. Battery included. 
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 118 x 165 x 42. 

cod. 61.952 (Combivox ABS proximity tag with key ring - black)

cod. 61.962 (Combivox proximity tag - black leather)

cod. 61.955 (Combivox Isocard Transponder)

Proximity tags for key readers

cod. 61.041 (Mini Sirya Indoor on BUS) 

cod. 61.838 (8.4V 200 mA rechargeable battery)

cod. 61.043 (Mini Sirya Indoor Wireless) SOON AVAILABLE

cod. 61.025 (Sirena Indoor Wireless with white ABS box) Until stocks last

cod. 11.035  (Switching power supply 220/13.8V 1A)

cod. 61.838 (Rechargeable battery 8.4V 200 mA) 

NEW

NEW
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RS485 BUS self-powered OUTDOOR siren with Combivox design. Parameter setting (tone selection, 
alarms associated to the areas and flashing LED functioning according to the system status) throu-
gh programming software and/or via keypad. Ultra bright flashing LED with additional LED strips. ABS 
box (varnished cover that permits to preserve the product in time despite the weather conditions) and 
polycarbonate flashing led available in white-red, smoky grey-grey and red-red versions (cover - polycar-
bonate flashing light); anti-drilling and anti-breakage steel internal cover. Protection through a sensor, 
able to detect the approaching of individuals and touching. Battery status and tampering check (anti-
removal and anti-approach tamper) with specific signallings through the dialers available in the control 
panel (PSTN and GSM for speech messages and SMS, e-mails, push notifications on APP). Sound level: 
103dB(A) at 3m, 110dB at 1m. Protection level IP44. Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 311 x 225 x 92.

868 MHz Wireless OUTDOOR siren with local power supply. 868 MHz bi-directional wireless communica-
tion for activation command on alarm and for status signallings (tamper, anti-approach, AC power loss, 
speaker fault, battery low). Parameter wireless programming. Local power supply voltage 13.8 V, 2,2 A 
lead battery (not provided). Sound level: 103dB(A) at 3m.  Battery and power supply not included. Protec-
tion level IP44. Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 311 x 225 x 92.

cod. 61.050 (Sirya Outdoor white siren with red flashing unit) 

cod. 61.052  (Sirya Outdoor grey siren with smoky grey flashing unit) 

cod. 11.035  (Switching power supply 220/13.8V 1A)

SIRENS 

Thermostat module for climate control to be used with control panels suitable for Home automation 
functions (at least one Simplya keypad is necessary). Built-in thermostat for RJ45 adapter; connec-
tion on RS485 BUS. Endowed with 2 OC outputs to control boilers, thermostatic valves, air conditio-
ners (ON/OFF). Thanks to several thermostat modules it is possible to control the climate (warm-
cold) of one or more environments with single-zone or multiple-zone systems. The climate control 
can be carried out through Simplya keypads (also with time schedules) and Simplya Cloud APPs.

Thermostat module for RJ45 adapter

cod. 65.963 (black thermostat module)

cod. 65.961 (White thermostat module)

cod. 61.045 (Sirya Outdoor white siren with red flashing unit)

cod. 61.047  (Sirya Outdoor grey siren with smoky grey flashing unit)

cod. 61.049  (Sirya Outdoor red siren with red flashing unit)
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WIRED DETECTORS

DT volumetric detector (PIR+MW) with microwave anti-mask for ceiling installations. 360° coverage. 
8-m max diameter for 4-m height. TIMOTEO 360 offers the advantage of two different detection modes, 
on two sensitivity levels. This allows to choose the most appropriate detection mode for the place to 
protect, thus obtaining the best ratio between maximum detection capacity and minimum possibility 
of wrong signallings. The detector has a particular “BLIND” detection mode to prevent the infrared lens 
tampering. Sizes (Ø x W in mm): 140 x 37.

cod. 62.130 (DT anti-mask detector 360)

Triple technology indoor/outdoor perimeter curtain detector, 2 PIR+MW (24.1 GHz). Range adjustment 
of MW and PIR from 6 to 12 m x 2.7 m. Anti-masking function on MW and on PIR through specific 
output. Integrated balancing resistors, selectable through jumpers. Mounting height: from 100 to 250 
cm from the floor. Double bottom with rain cover. PET IMMUNITY. Operating temperature: -10°C+55°C. 
Weight: 380 gr. IP54. Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 65 x 148 x 43.

cod. 62.017  (Timoteo Wind Outdoor detector)

DT indoor wired curtain detector (PIR + MW), for a professional and residential use. It is ideal for the pro-
tection of entry points like doors, windows, hallways and glass walls, with a coverage angle of 140° for 
15° at 4-m height (12 beams with 15° + MW). The intrusion is revealed when both detection technologies 
(PIR + MW) are activated (AND function); this allows WIND INDOOR Timoteo to guarantee high security 
and immunity to false alarms. Balancing resistors. Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 110 x 25 x 30.

cod. 62.012 (Timoteo wind Indoor detector - white)

cod. 62.014 (Timoteo wind Indoor detector - brown)

DT wired volumetric detector (dual element detector with PIR and 10,25 GHz microstrip microwave) for 
a professional and residential use. Two different detection modes on two sensitivity levels for the best 
ratio between maximum detection capacity and low possibilities of false alarms. “BLIND” program-
ming mode to prevent infrared detector tampering. Available functions: microwave anti-masking (cod. 
62.100), alarm memory and microwave synchronization. Balancing resistors, compliant with Combivox 
control panels, to facilitate connections, in case of zones programmed as balanced. Endowed with wall 
or ceiling mounting bracket. Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 60 x 108 x 46.

cod. 62.100 Timoteo DT- AM (DT anti-masking detector - 15 m)

cod. 62.108 Timoteo DT  (DT detector - 12 m)

Timoteo DT-AM / Timoteo DT - Wired volumetric detector

Timoteo 360 - Volumetric ceiling detector

Timoteo Wind XT  - Triple technology perimeter detector

Timoteo Wind Indoor  - Indoor curtain detector
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WIRED DETECTORS

Timoteo BUS  - indoor volumetric detector

DT (IR+MW) volumetric detector on BUS RS485 to be used with suitable Combivox control panels. It permits 
the programming, range/sensitivity adjustment and functioning check through Control panel Programming Sof-
tware. Maximum detection range: 12 m for 90°. Auxiliary input for the connection of a door/window contact 
or of any detector (NC/NO).  It allows to signal any masking attempt on the IR section. It allows to signal any 
masking attempt on the IR section. Endowed with MEMS accelerometer against any tampering attempt for 
detector removal or inclination. GREEN ACTIVE function to reduce the MW emissions at disarmed system. Dif-
ferent operating modes of IR and MW sections: AND, OR or AHM (Anti Heat Mode - processing algorithm that 
automatically optimizes the detection, eliminating the IR section limits due to high temperatures). On board 
Micro-USB connector for firmware updates directly on the installing place. Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 64 x 108 x 46. 

cod. 62.200 (Timoteo BUS detector) 

Praesidio BUS - tripe technology outdoor volumetric detector

Outdoor volumetric detector with Triple Technology (2PIR + MW) on RS485 BUS to be used with suitable 
Combivox control panels. Ideal for the volumetric protection of outdoor or indoor areas as terraces, balconies, 
courtyards, garages, industrial buildings, etc. Its detection range guarantees a coverage of up to 15 meters for 
107° (horizontal angle). Installing height: 1,20 m. Equipped with cowl bracket for front mounting with 45° angle. 
Anti-masking on the IR section to signal any masking attempts. Electronic anti-shock endowed with MEMS 
accelerometer against any tampering attempts. Functioning check and parameter programming (MW and PIR 
adjustment, operating mode) through Control panel Programming software and integrated BLUETOOTH to al-
low a direct connection between the detector and a Smartphone with COMBI DECT APP (iOS and ANDROID). 
This APP permits to monitor the detection status in real time, adjust IR and MW sensitivity and program the 
operating parameters (AND/OR mode, LED and Buzzer control). Integrated buzzer for chime function to signal 
that someone is approaching to the detection area. Endowed with a particular processing algorithm that auto-
matically optimizes the detection according to the temperature and APA function (Anti-Plant Alarm) to reduce 
false alarms due to moving plants. Micro-USB connector on board for firmware updates directly on the installing 
place. PET IMMUNITY mode. 
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 80 x 190 x 100. 

cod. 62.721  (Praesidio BUS detector) 

Combi Dect - iOS and Android App for detectors 

APP COMBI DECT for iOS and ANDROID permits, through direct connection of a detector with integrated
BLUETOOTH to a Smartphone, to monitor the detection status in real time, adjust IR and MW sensitivity, and 
program the operating parameters (AND/OR mode, anti-masking, etc).

Scudo BUS - tripe technology outdoor perimeter detector
T riple technology detector (2IR + MW), with connection to RS 485 BUS. Curtain detector fully designed by Com-
bivox R&D team. Ideal for outdoor perimeter protection of windows, dormers, skylights and wall facades where 
more openings appear, thanks to the coverage that guarantees up to 12 meters if installed at a height of 2,4 m.
Coverage angle 13°.
The detector is equipped with MEMS accelerometer against any attempt of burglary or detachment from its 
housing ensuring maximum reliability and easy installing, eliminating the classical problems of electromecha-
nical systems related to the imperfections of the surfaces and weather conditions.
Possibility to bypass the MW, totally or in case of disarmed system.
Configuration, through Programming software, of IR-sensitivity adjustment on four levels through DIP-switch 
and MW-sensitivity adjustment on ten levels. Through specific adjustments, if installed at a height of 1,2 m, 
Scudo WT is able to operate also in the presence of small animals (PET IMMUNE).
Sleeping time: about 2 minutes. Equipped with bracket for lateral wall mounting.

cod. 62.648  (Scudo BUS detector) 

NEW
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WIRELESS 868

The 868 MHz wireless system developed by Combivox (AFS - Automatic Frequency Skip) has two new 
important features:
1) bi-directional communication to limit energy consumption and guarantee a major security;
2) multi-frequency for channel automatic research (AFS) to minimize disturbances.

Programming from 1 to 64 detectors and from 1 to 32 220 V actuators and up to 32 keyfobs (Amica control pa-
nels); programming from 1 to 24 detectors and up to 8 keyfobs (Elisa 24 and Eva 8.24 control panels). Transcei-
ver storage through self-enroll and/or code entering via keypad and/or via software. Signal intensity for each 
transceiver. Possibility to set the operating frequency. Check of low battery and lack of periodic test for every 
transceiver. Operating frequency directly programmable through the Control panel Software. 
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 150 x 180 x 38 (868 MHz antenna included).

BUS receiver

868 MHz 2-way wireless multi-frequency system

cod. 61.019  (Two-way RS485 BUS Receiver)

cod. 61.004 (868 MHz Repeater)

PIR volumetric detector with white light filter and RF disturbances. Endowed with pulse counter for sensitivity 
adjustment. Fresnel lens: 9 horizontal beams with angle up to 98°, 4 vertical beams. Detection up to 12 m. 
Monitored, lithium battery provided. Wall or ceiling mounting bracket provided. Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 60 x 110 x45.

cod. 62.013 (Timoteo IN-W)

cod. 61.847 (Duracell spare lithium battery 3V 1200mA CR123A)

Timoteo IN-W - PIR volumetric detector

Two-way 868 MHz keyfob with Combivox design. 4 buttons, each programmable for a different function 
(arming/ disarming, panic, macros, etc.). Triple colour led to confirm the command execution. Endowed 
with adhesive labels to customize the function keys.

Iubeo - 868 MHz keyfob

cod. 62.274  (Iubeo keyfob)

cod. 61.828 (Spare lithium battery 3V 250mA CR2032)

Two-way universal transceiver for low-consumption detectors. 3 configurable NC inputs for wireless si-
gnallings of alarm, tamper and anti-masking (separated in the control panel). Power supply output (3V) 
for external devices. Monitored, endowed with double lithium battery (5400 mA). Provided inside a case. 
Sizes (L x H x W): 40 x 89 x 30.

Timoteo UNIV -  Universal transceiver

cod. 62.088 (Timoteo UNIV)

cod. 61.839 (Lithium spare battery 3,6V 2700 mA)

868 MHz wireless DT volumetric detector (PIR+MW) for ceiling installations. 360° coverage. 8-m max 
diameter for 5-m height. TIMOTEO 360 offers the advantage of two different detection modes, on two 
sensitivity levels. This allows to choose the most appropriate detection mode for the place to be pro-
tected, thus obtaining the best ratio between maximum detection capacity and minimum possibility of 
wrong signallings. Monitored, 3,6 V lithium battery provided. Sizes (Ø x P in mm): 140 x 37.

cod. 62.133 (Timoteo 360 DT WT)

cod. 61.839  (Lithium spare battery 3.6V 2,6 Ah - AA)

NEW

Timoteo 360 DT WT -   DT volumetric ceiling detector
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Dual channel two-way magnetic door/window contact (two separated zones in the control panel). Endo-
wed with reed + 2 additional inputs. Possibility to use the reed + 1 input, freely configurable as alarm zone 
(NC) or through string roller shutter detector with digital pulse counter. Possibility to use the 2 inputs 
(reed excluded) as different zones, freely configurable as NC zones or NC zone + string roller shutter de-
tector with digital pulse counter. Monitored, lithium battery provided. 
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 40 x 89 x 30 mm.

Shock detector with auxiliary input programmable as alarm zone or through string roller shutter detector 
with digital pulse counter. Piezo-electric shock detector. Monitored, lithium battery provided.
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 40 x 89 x 30 mm.

cod. 62.069 (White CMRB 868 Timoteo)

cod. 62.070 (Brown CMRM 868 Timoteo)

cod. 62.058 (White magnet)

cod. 62.057 (Brown magnet)

cod. 61.847 (Spare lithium battery 3V 1200mA CR123A)

cod. 62.082 (White SRB 868 Timoteo)

cod. 62.080 (Brown SRM 868 Timoteo)

cod. 61.847 (Spare lithium battery 3V 1200mA CR123A)

Timoteo CMRB / CMRM - Door/window contact

Timoteo SRB / SRM - Shock detector

Curtain PIR detector for internal protection of doors and windows. Coverage beam selectable at 2,5 or 5 
m. Auxiliary input programmable as alarm zone or through string roller shutter detector with digital pulse 
counter. Monitored, lithium battery provided. Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 40 x 89 x 30 mm.

cod. 62.078 (White IRTB 868 Timoteo)

cod. 62.079 (Brown IRTM 868 Timoteo) 

cod. 61.832 (Spare lithium battery 3V 900mA CR2)

Timoteo IRTB / IRTM - Curtain PIR detector

WIRELESS 868

Combivox 868 MHz two-way curtain detector with Triple Technology (2PIR + MW), fully designed by 
Combivox R&D team. Ideal for outdoor perimeter protection of windows, dormers, skylights and wall fa-
cades with more openings, thanks to the detection range that reaches up to 12 m if installed at a height 
of 2,4 m. Coverage angle 13°.
Endowed with lens anti-masking function on IR section through active IR-circuit. The detector is equip-
ped with MEMS accelerometer against any attempt of burglary or detachment from its housing ensuring 
maximum reliability and easy installation.
Possibility to bypass the MW, totally or in case of disarmed system.
IR-sensitivity adjustment on two levels through DIP-switch and MW-sensitivity adjustment via Trim-
mer. Through specific adjustments, if installed at a height of 1,2 m, Scudo WT is able to operate also in 
the presence of small animals (PET IMMUNE).
Sleeping time: about 2 minutes. Equipped with Lithium battery and bracket for lateral wall mounting.

cod. 62.650 (Scudo WT detector)

cod. 61.846 (Battery package with spare Li-Ion connector 3.6V 2,6 Ah - AA)

Scudo WT - tripe technology outdoor perimeter detector

NEW
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MICRO WIRELESS 868

Dual channel two-way magnetic door/window contact (two separated zones in the control panel). Endo-
wed with reed + 2 additional inputs. Possibility to use the reed + 1 input, freely configurable as alarm zone 
(NC) or through string roller shutter detector with digital pulse counter. Possibility to use the 2 inputs (reed 
excluded) as different zones, freely configurable as NC zones or NC zone + string roller shutter detector 
with digital pulse counter. Monitored, lithium battery provided.  Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 75 x 20 x 13 mm.

cod. 62.269 (White Microtacto with magnet) 

cod. 62.270 (Brown Microtacto with magnet) 

cod. 61.839 (Spare lithium battery 3.6V 2700 mA)

Microtacto - Door/window contact

Shock detector with auxiliary input programmable as alarm zone or through string roller shutter detector 
with digital pulse counter. Shock detector with MEMS technology. Monitored, lithium battery provided. 
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 75 x 20 x 13. 

cod. 62.280 (White Vibro) 

cod. 62.282 (Brown Vibro)  

cod. 61.839 (Spare lithium battery 3.6V 2700 mA)

Vibro - Shock detector

Curtain PIR detector for internal protection of doors and windows. Double technology (PIR+MW) with 
anti-masking. Coverage beam selectable at 2,5 or 5 m. Auxiliary input programmable as alarm zone or 
through string roller shutter detector with digital pulse counter. Monitored, lithium battery provided. 
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 138 x21 x 21.

cod. 62.278 (White Velar) 

cod. 62.279 (Brown Velar)

cod. 61.839 (Spare lithium battery 2700 mA)

Velar - DT curtain detector with anti-masking

The new range of 868 MHz wireless detectors combines a Combivox multi-channel and bidirectional 
technology with an elegant and minimalist design, due to extremely reduced dimensions. Ideal detector 
for installations in refined rooms as it takes up a minimum amount of space.

New range of 868 MHz wireless perimeter detectors 

868 MHz wireless outdoor volumetric with Triple Technology (2PIR + MW) and anti-masking. Ideal for the volu-
metric protection of outdoor or indoor areas as terraces, balconies, courtyards, garages, indu- strial buildings, etc. 
Its detection range guarantees a coverage of up to 15 meters for 107° (horizontal angle). Installing height: 1,20 m. 
Equipped with cowl bracket for front mounting with 45° angle. Anti- masking on the IR section to signal any ma-
sking attempts. Electronic anti-shock endowed with MEMS accelerometer against any tampering attempts (for 
detector removal or tilt). Integrated buzzer for walk test function and chime function to signal that someone is 
approaching to the detection area. Endowed with a particular processing algorithm that automatically optimizes 
the detection according to the tem- perature and APA function (Anti-Plant Alarm) to reduce false alarms due to 
moving plants. Micro-USB connector on board for firmware updates directly on the installing place.
PET IMMUNITY mode. Monitored, lithium battery provided. 
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 80 x 190 x 100. 

Praesidio WT - triple technology outdoor volumetric detector

cod. 62.718  (Praesidio WT detector) 

cod. 61.846 (Battery pack with spare Lithium connector 3.6V 2,6Ah - AA)
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HOME AUTOMATION

MICRO Shutter Actuator – 12 V Home automation module 

RS485 BUS home automation module 12 V, with reduced sizes, to be installed in 503-type box, compatible 
with suitable Combivox control panels. Adapt for the control (opening/closing) of motorized utilities (rolling 
shutters, curtains) at 230 Vac. Partial Opening/Closing, by gradual steps of 10%, with opening status displa-
yed on local keypad (Simplya) and on APP Simplya Cloud. 1 bistable alarm input for NC/NO contact, pulse 
input for string rolling shutter detector. Local control through bottons, touch screen keypads or keyfobs; 
local and remote control via Cloud through Simplya Cloud APP. 
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 78 x 35 x 16.

cod. 62.134 (MICRO Shutter actuator)

MICRO Light Actuator - 12 V Home automation module 

RS485 BUS home automation module 12 V, with reduced sizes, to be installed in 503-type box, compatible 
with suitable Combivox control panels. 230Vca. Adapt for the lighting control. 2 bistable alarm inputs per for 
NC/NO contact. Local control through bottons, touch screen keypads or keyfobs; local and remote control 
via Cloud via Simplya Cloud APP. 
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 78 x 35 x 16.

cod. 62.135 (MICRO Light actuator)

SLIM Shutter Actuator - 220 V Home automation module

RS485 BUS home automation module 220 V, provided with hooks for DIN-guide, to be installed in electric 
box or electric panel, compatible with suitable Combivox control panels. Adapt for the control (opening/clo-
sing) of a rolling shutter or curtain 230 Vac. Partial Opening/Closing, by gradual steps of 10%, with opening 
status displayed on APP and/or on touch screen keypad (Simplya).  Centralized Opening/Closing. Local con-
trol through bottons, touch screen keypads or keyfobs; local and remote control via Cloud through Simplya 
Cloud APP. 
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 90 x 55 x 23.

cod. 62.132 (SLIM Shutter actuator)

SLIM Light Actuator - 220 V Home automation module

RS485 BUS home automation module 220 V, provided with hooks for DIN-guide, to be installed in electric 
box or electric panel, compatible with suitable Combivox control panels. Adapt for the control of two lights 
230 Vac. Timer light mode programmable for each light. Local control through bottons, touch screen keypads 
or keyfobs; local and remote control via Cloud through Simplya Cloud APP.
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 90 x 55 x 23. 

cod. 62.131 (SLIM Light actuator)

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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PHONE DIALERS

Phone dialer with integrated 4G module (LTE) for speech signallings, SMS, Cloud, e-mail and IP di-
gital signallings (SIA IP DC09). It can be used both in the Security field and in Technological systems for 
home automation and remote control. Endowed with 6 terminals freely configurable as inputs (NC, 
NO and NU) for alarms or as outputs for commands. 16 phone numbers, 32 user codes for remote fun-
ctions through speech menu and via Cloud by Simplya Cloud APP, 1 technical code and 1 Master code.
External LTE antenna with possibility to extend the signal strength through an extension cable and a spe-
cific antenna. Event log with 256 events divided by time and date. Programming and  configuration by LCD 
keypad with microphone and loudspeaker for the audio recording. Monitoring and programming by Cloud
via the installer App CombiAPP. Local and remote programming (Cloud connec-
tion necessary) through installer software CombiTEC via mini USB port. Con-
nection to the Combivox Cloud for the user management via Simplya Cloud APP.
Sizes (L x H x W in mm): 138 x 155 x 38 - without antenna.

NEW

cod. 11.628

MULTIVOX ACCESSORIES:

cod. 71.121  Local and remote (by Cloud) programming software: CombiTEC free download

cod. 15.236 (5m-SMA extension cable)

cod. 15.237 (10m-SMA extension cable)

cod. 15.238 (15m-SMA extension cable)

cod. 59.355 (LTE antenna with bracket for wall fixing for SMA extension cable)
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